Introduction
At temperatures below 800'C, RSR 143 (76Ni-13Al-gMo-2Ta, at. %) exhibits a 20 % improvement in stress capability over directionally solidified Mar-M200. Pearson et al. have ascribed this improvement to fine scale secondary precipitates and have recommended the stabilization of these precipitates through compositional modification of the alloy (1). Such an objective in alloy design would be more easily accomplished if the composition of the precipitates and the surrounding y matrix were known and if the kinetics for formation and dissolution of such precipitates were understood. The question of kinetics has been addressed in an extensive transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study by Martin et a1.(2, 3) .
The small size of these secondary precipitates precludes the determination of such compositions through current analytical TEM techniques. These compositions can, however, be determined using atom probe field ion microscopy (APFIM), the principal technique employed in this study.
Experimental
The heat treatment for RSR 143 chosen for the purpose of this analysis was taken from one of the cases examined by Martin (3) .
The sample used here, a slice from a single crystal of RSR 143, was solution treated in vacuum at 13OO'C for 1 hour and then quenched to ambient temperature. Subsequently, the sample was held at a temperature of 800'~ for 100 hours. The three phases occurring in the RSR 143 crystal subjected to the above heat treatment were found to be easily distinguishable from one another when imaged in the field ion microscope (FIM). From Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, we see that the D022 phase appeared as a bright and very ordered region whereas the y phase appeared as bright but less ordered in FIM specimens imaged in Ne and cooled by liquid N2.
In Fig. 2d we see that the y' cuboids imaged less brightly under the same imaging conditions. The y' phase appeared more ordered than the y phase, phase.
though less ordered than the D022 Microelemental analysis using the APFIM revealed the composition of the DO22 phase as 76Ni-4Al-17Mo-3Ta (at.%). The composition of the surrounding y matrix was found to be 80Ni-13Al-7Mo.
Transmission electron microscopy revealed the size of the y' cuboids to be on the order of .5u; large enough for composition determination by analytical TEM techniques. Using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), we found the composition of the y' to be 69Ni-22Al-4Mo-5Ta (at.%). This composition compares favorably with that obtained using APFIM: 68Ni-26Al-3Mo-3Ta.
In Table I , we list the composition for each of the three phases. According to van Tendeloo e 2s al. (4), however, in an alloy of composition Ni MO, the DO in 5 minutes when held at 800' C. One might suJpose then, 2z phase dissolves hat additions of Al and Ta play some role in enhancing the stability of the DO22 phase. Because the ordered DO22 phase is based on the same fee lattice as the y matrix and the 'y' precipitates, Martin discussed this role in terms of the statistical theory of long-range order (LRO) developed by de Fontaine (5).
In many theoretical treatments, it is assumed that LRO occurs when an atom of a given species is more strongly attracted to atoms of a different species than to atoms of its own species.
One might also guess that the structure of the resulting LRO might be influenced by the relative strength of second nearest neighbor bonds as compared to first nearest neighbor bonds.
Indeed, the average pairwise interaction energy existing between i th nearest neighbors is regarded as the fundamental parameter influencing LRO in alloy systems.
For a binary alloy system composeehof atomic species A and B, the average pairwise interaction energy for i nearest neighbors is pairwise interaction energies for like i * nearest neighbors.
Th$ energies is the pFipin;;r$on energy for iFiFza?"" i+ are negative quantities which become increasing& negativeias t e bond iA question strengthens. In order to favor unlike i nearest neighbors, Vi must then be positive. 
